
 
 
Annexe : 17 projets / Bijlage: 17 projecten 
 
1° Parking :  
- App for crowdsourced parking spots information  
- Leader : Zoltan Orban 
 
2° Cycl'organic :  
- Sensors to track organic waste flows combined with a logistical waste-bike solution to experiment fertilization 
factors with micro biogas  
- Leader : Benoît Salsac (for Worms asbl)  
 
3° FoodShelter :  
- NRP platform to track food surplus flows and understand how&by who revalorized  
- Leader : Simon Ott  
 
4° Map your snap :  
- Citizensourced platform that maps all pictures (tourism, dirt, urbanism) with AI who recognizes where it is, 
without need for location  
- Leader : Bert Cattoor  
 
5° Brussels noise map :  
- Sensors to monitor noise levels around the city  
- Hasan Bahari  
 
6° Brussels energy flow map  
- Platform to track energy production/consumption flows  
- Leader : Raphael Beaumond  
 
7° Take Care :  
- Drone delivery of medical drugs and defibrillators  
- Michel Pierret  
 
8° Analog to digital / inclusive steam workshops :  
- Focus on autistic children, interface to collect more data in social/immersive/new tech environments  
- Leader : Rozina Spinnoy  
 
9° Maker Passport :  
- Platform and passport for makers with opensource projects, skills, access to machines and spaces, and reputation  
- Leader : Nicolas de Barquin  
 
10° Brusselstogether :  
- Accounting tool for non-profits, allowing crowdfunding  
- Leader : Jean-Francois De Hertogh  
 
11° Cityseeders :  
- Platform for skills matchmaking with a focus on social innovation  
- Leader : Fanuel Dewever  
 
12° Jeannekepee :  
- Connected, autonomous and sustainable toilets for women in public spaces  
- Leader : Fom Ly  
 
13° CIN commons accounting :  
- Platform to track liquid contributions in multi-stakeholder projects  
- Leader : Pierre-Alexandre Klein  
 



 
 
14° Cultural Radar of Brussels :  
- Creative District is planning the creation of an application which displays in real time on a map the spots where 
cultural manifestations of all kinds are taking place in Brussels - the perfect tool for locals and tourists in search of 
entertainment on any given day of the week.  
- Leader : Andreea Elena Serban  
 
15° Parrot.City :  
- Citizen driven mapping of feelings and experiences within the city  
- Leader : Philippe Van Dyck  
 
16° Senthus :  
- Decentralised Marketplace for Crowdsourced Civic IoT Sensor Data (Blockchain based)  
- Leader : Fanuel Dewever (Consortium with Settlemint, Marlin OPS and B-Sprouts)  
Brussels Creative asbl/vzw Avenue Louise – Louizalaan 500 Bruxelles 1050 Brussel Belgium 
 
17° Business Improvement District Zones :  
- Understanding citizen and consumer behaviour in 'test' zones, in order to develop digital strategies and 
opportunities for socio/economic regeneration.  
- Leader : Rozina Spinnoy (for Business Improve Districts Belgium asbl) 


